
• Traditionally, nominals have been semantically associated with notions of
‘time stability’, considered to typically denote objects which do not belong
to the temporal domain, e.g. table (Langacker 1991, p.298; Givon 2001,
p.51). Nevertheless, nominals have proven the capability to express
temporal meaning (Vendler 1967). For example, the nominal fire construes a
dynamic event, as a fire can ‘take place’, and can ‘be observed over time’
(Vendler 1967, p.141). Recent research into the temporal semantics of
nominals has identified that particular deverbal nominalizations (Balvet et al
2011), deadjectival nominalizations (Arche and Marín 2014) and underived
nominals (Huyghe et al 2017) can express temporal
meaning. However, while studies have largely focused on the identification
of temporal meaning in different nominal forms, significantly less work has
been devoted to the examination of the specific character of these temporal
meanings in relation to nominal form.
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2. Research Aims

Situation Type Features Example
States Stative, Durative The love
Activities Dynamic, Durative, Atelic The swim
Accomplishments Dynamic, Durative, Telic The walk to school
Achievements Dynamic, Punctual, Telic The explosion
Semelfactives Dynamic, Punctual, Atelic The cough

Objects N/A The rock

• Using part-of-speech tagging, a random sample of 1161 nominals was
extracted from the ‘Scientific Writings’ genre of the Croco corpus (Hansen-
Schirra et al 2012). This was cut to 524 to avoid ambiguity, by only keeping
lexical nominals which functioned in the ‘head noun’ or ‘noun-of’ position
of the nominal group.

• The nominals were analysed for their ‘lexical aspect’ (LA), through applying
diagnostic syntactic tests, e.g. ‘can NOMINAL take place?’. LA covers the
‘inherent’ temporal structures of construals denoted by individual lexical
items (Smith 1997). The structures are binary features which centre around
the lexical item’s ‘Dynamism’, ‘Durativity’ and ‘Telicity’ (Vendler 1967).

• These 3 features combine to create the first 5 ‘Situation Types’ presented
below (Smith 1997). However, when analyzing nominals for LA, there is
also a 6th situation type: Objects. Objects do not belong to the temporal
domain, so express no temporality (Fábregas and Marín 2012, p.36).
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4. Results

1. To evaluate the extent to which the temporal semantics expressed by
nominal forms which have undergone different word formation processes
differ.

2. To determine how the word formation properties of nominals may
influence the semantic readings nominals can express.

• From the overall Fisher-exact test, a significant dependence was identified
p<0.001, signalling that nominal form shares a significant relationship with
temporal semantics.

Comparison                p.adj.Fisher
MDV : TC                0.645000
MDV : Borrowing 0.093100
MDV : MDA               0.229000
MDV : Compounds         0.379000
MDV : Underived       0.000507*
MDV : Other                0.080600
TC : Borrowing              0.112000
TC : MDA 0.323000
TC : Compounds   0.135000
TC : Underived             0.000454*
TC : Other                0.080600
Borrowing : MDA         0.229000
Borrowing : Compounds 0.600000
Borrowing : Underived 0.079100
Borrowing : Other         0.657000
MDA : Compounds      0.383000
MDA : Underived             0.112000
MDA : Other             0.379000
Compounds : Underived 0.379000
Compounds : Other   0.433000
Underived : Other        0.201000

• Post-hoc Fisher-exact
tests were then undertaken
to compare each word
formation category within
the data. After applying
the Bonferroni correction
to the alpha level (making
it 0.00238), it was
identified that significant
differences in semantic
behaviour existed between
both MDV and
Underived nominals
(p<0.001) and TC and
Underived nominals
(p<0.001), as shown in
the table on the right.

• The results from the decision tree structure below show that the most
meaningful split of the data was between TC/MDV and the remaining 5
categories, at a significance level of p=0.001. The most notable difference
in this split lied in the expression of object and activity meaning. While the
semantic behaviour of TC/MDV predicts 50% object meaning and 28%
activity meaning, both Underived/Other/Compound and
Borrowing/MDA predict a higher percentage of object meaning, at 89 %
and 74% respectively, and a lower percentage of activity meaning, at 5%
and 14% respectively.

• After the LA analysis, each nominal’s etymology was identified using the 
Oxford English Dictionary (2020), and the nominals were classified into 7 
word formation categories: ‘Morphologically derived from verb’ (MDV), 
‘Transcategorization’ (TC), ‘Borrowing’, Morphologically derived from 
adjective’ (MDA), ‘Compound’, ‘Underived’, and ‘Other’.

• Fisher-exact tests were used to assess the relationship between nominal 
form and temporal semantics. Afterwards, a decision tree structure was 
applied to the data to determine which word formation categories belong 
together based on their semantic behaviour.  

Figure 1. A decision tree splitting word formation data into groups in relation to their 
temporal semantic behaviour. 

5. Discussion Points
• From the Fisher-exact tests and the decision tree structure applied to the

data, it is apparent that word formation properties can influence the
semantic behaviour of nominals.

• This influence was most evident in the word formation categories MDV
and TC, whose semantic behaviour both significantly differed from the
remaining 5 word formation categories.


